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A0–A1
základní školy
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KAŽDÝ MĚSÍC JEDNOU ZA ROK

UČITElsKÁ saDa K ČasoPIsŮM
Učitelé, kteří objednávají 11 a více kusů předplatného, získávají ke každému vydání časopisu 
učitelskou sadu. Učitelská sada je neprodejná.

KlÍČ K UČITElsKÉ 
saDĚ
Čím více kusů předplatného 
objednáte, tím více učitelských 
sad dostanete.

11–20 ks 1 ks
21–60 ks 2 ks
61–90 ks 3 ks
91–120 ks 4 ks
121–150 ks 5 ks
151–180 ks 6 ks
181–200 ks 7 ks
201–260 ks 8 ks
261–300 ks 9 ks
301 ks a více 10 ks a  více

Počet kusů 
předplatného

Počet 
učitelských sad

CENy roČNÍHo PŘEDPlaTNÉHo 2019/20
1–11 ks

předplatného
—

300 Kč
+ 200 Kč poštovné a  balné

12–30 ks
předplatného

—
250 Kč

31 a více ks
předplatného

—
220 Kč
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Dear Readers,
We hope you had a great Christmas break 

and are full of a new freshness and energy. It 
means you’ll be all ready for the mega-super 
exam practice in this month’s Maturita Special.

Of course, it can’t be exam fun all the time, 
and we’ve got plenty else in this issue. You 
may know that January 25th is Burns Night, 
but do you know who Robert Burns is and 
why he’s loved? We’ll fill you in on that, and 
even give you the chance to learn a wee bit of 
Scots – after all, ane leid is neer eneuch*.

We’ve got a profile of the singer Halsey. We 
also take a trip over to Canada and learn a 
bit about the country nicknamed “the Great 
White North” (which is great, and northern, 
but certainly not all white). We’ve also got 
a serious piece looking at digital addiction 
(are mobile phones really “as addictive as 
cocaine”?), and a rather less serious piece on 
the wonderful world of sandwiches. 

So as always: just start reading! 

Paul Farrington-Douglas 
& the Bridge team

*That’s “one language is never enough” in Scots.

 @Bridgeeditors

 @BridgeFTw

 @BridgeCasopis

2019/20 Competition: lasT Call
tiny
sTorIEs
if you haven’t sent us your contribution for 
the “Tiny stories” competition yet, now is your 
last chance. The deadline is January 31st. Your task 
is to write 1–3 very short stories (not more than 
500 characters including spaces per story) and email 
your contribution to us. You can win gift vouchers 
and have your work printed in the magazine. For 
detailed rules, check the september Bridge or 
www.bridge-online.cz/competitionbridge 
good luck!

INFORMaCE k MatURItĚ
Časová dotace jednotlivých 
částí maturitní zkoušky
Didaktický test – poslech: 
40 min.
Didaktický test – čtení 
a jazyková kompetence: 
60 min.
Písemná práce: 60 min.
Ústní zkouška: 15 min. 
(+ 20 min. na přípravu)

hodnocení maturitní zkouš-
ky – maximální počet bodů
Didaktický test: 95
Písemná práce: 36
Ústní zkouška: 39

Váhy dílčích zkoušek jsou v po-
měru 2:1:1, tzn. didaktický test 

má dvojnásobnou váhu oproti 
písemné práci a ústní zkoušce. 
Jeho procentuální výsledek 
tedy v celkovém hodnocení 
počítáme dvakrát a celkový 
součet procent dělíme čtyřmi.

Hranice úspěšnosti: 44%
Aby žák ve zkoušce uspěl, 
musí hranici úspěšnosti 
překročit ve všech třech dílčích 
zkouškách, tedy didaktickém 
testu, písemné práci i ústní 
zkoušce pokud žák z jedné či 
více dílčích zkoušek neprospěje, 
neprospěl ani z komplexní 
zkoušky jako takové.

převod procentních bodů 
na známku
4 (dostatečný): 44–58%
3 (dobrý): 59–73%
2 (chvalitebný): 74–87%
1 (výborný): 88–100%

povolené pomůcky
Didaktický test: pouze psací 
potřeby
Písemná práce: psací potřeby, 
slovník (nesmí ale obsahovat 
přílohu věnovanou písemnému 
projevu)
Ústní zkouška: slovník, 
pomůcky stanovené školou

Oficiální stránky státních maturit: https://maturita.cermat.cz

2019/20 Competition: lasT Call

if you haven’t sent us your contribution for 
the “Tiny stories” competition yet, now is your 
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT CD Tracks 
1–4

You will hear people talking in four different situations. 
For questions 1–4, choose the correct picture: a, B, C or D.

LISTENING
ParT oNE QuesTiOns 1–4 8 points / 2 points per question

1 How is the couple going to travel to Croatia this year?

 a B C D

2 What kind of cake will the man’s nephew get for his birthday?

 a B C D

3 Which animal is the boy’s class going to adopt in the zoo programme this year?

 a B C D

4 Where does Katie want Jerry to meet her?

 a B C D
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT CD Track 5

You are going to hear friends talking about a school trip.
decide whether the statements 5–12 are true (T) or false (F).

LISTENING
ParT TWo QuesTiOns 5–12 8 points / 1 point per question

 T F

5 doris does not pay much attention to which photos she posts on the internet.  ________  

6 doris has been to wales before.  ___________________________________________________________  

7 Tony’s school trip to wales took seven days.  ______________________________________________  

8 doris knows where Charles was named prince of wales.  _________________________________  

9 The smallest house in Britain is a famous place.  __________________________________________  

10 Tony had a chance to visit the smallest house in Britain.  _________________________________  

11 Tony’s whole class went down a welsh mine*. _____________________________________________  

12 Tony thinks doris would enjoy going on a boat trip he told her about.  ___________________  

* mine [maɪn] – důl
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT CD Track 6

ParT THrEE QuesTiOns 13–20 16 points / 2 points per question

You are going to hear a part of a radio programme about mobile phone apps. 
According to the text, answer questions 13–20. use a maximum of 3 words. 

LISTENING

13 what is the telephone number for the studio?

14 what service does the programme mention as being offered on many websites?

15 How old was liam when he created the Bark’n’Borrow app?

16 what was the minimum monthly rent of the houses which permitted dogs?

17 what did many dog owners liam spoke to not want to spend money on?

18 in which month did liam win the prize for the best app?

19 where did people all over the us first learn about the app?

20 How much money from the app’s subscription fee goes to a dog shelter fund?
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT CD Tracks 
7–10

ParT FoUr QuesTiOns 21–24 8 points / 2 points per question

You will hear people talking in four different situations. 
For questions 21–24, choose the correct answer: a, B, C or D.

LISTENING

21 Where is the family party going to take 
place this year?
a in a park
B in a garden
c in a restaurant
d in a mountain cottage

22 Which activity did not happen during 
the environmental competition this year?
a Collecting waste paper.
B Collecting electrical equipment.
c sorting old clothes to be recycled.
d planting flowers and decorating school 

windows.

23 Why is angela in hospital?
a Because of her back.
B Because of her broken leg.
c Because of the flu epidemic.
d Because of breathing problems.

24 Which activity are the tourists going to 
miss today?
a Boating on the lake.
B Cooking in the open air.
c Camping in the camping area.
d Climbing the region’s highest mountain.
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT

ParT FIVE QuesTiOns 25–29 10 points / 2 points per question

read the following five short texts. 
For questions 25–29, choose the best answer: a, B, C or D.

READING

a PUMa aT larGE
Some time ago, reports reached London Zoo that a wild puma 
had been seen 45 miles south of London. There are no wild pumas 
in the UK, so at fi rst the reports were not taken seriously. But 
eventually, experts from the zoo decided to look into them, thinking 
that perhaps a puma had escaped from captivity. The descriptions 
given by people who had seen the puma were extraordinarily 
similar. The hunt began in a small village, where a woman picking 
strawberries said she had been shocked to see “a giant cat” only 
fi ve yards away from her. It immediately ran away when she moved, 
which experts confi rmed as typical puma behaviour because 
a puma will not attack a human being unless it feels threatened. 
The search proved diffi  cult, as the puma was often seen in one 
place in the morning and somewhere very far away in the evening. 
The hunt went on for several weeks, but the puma was not caught. 
It is worrying to think that such a dangerous wild animal may still 
be running free in the quiet countryside.

25 What does the text say about the puma?
The puma…
a escaped from london zoo.
B was caught after several weeks.
c endangered a woman in a small village. 
d seemed able to move long distances in a day.

rECEPTIoNIsT 
NEEDED

A successful architectural company requires a fully qualifi ed 
receptionist to work in their busy offi  ce in Clerkenwell, 
servicing clients and the public in person and on the telephone. 
Duties will include meeting and greeting customers, booking 
the meeting room, some diary management and answering 
telephone calls. Candidates should have a good knowledge 
of working with clients and some reception experience 
(a minimum of 2 years), not necessarily gained in an 
architectural company. He or she should have good manners 
and no visible facial tattoos or piercings. Please send a CV 
with your qualifi cations and work history and a cover letter 
explaining what you could bring to this role.

26 according to the text, which of these is not true? 
The newly accepted receptionist…
a must be willing to work in Clerkenwell.
B must be without any piercings or tattoos on 

the face.
c must have at least 2 years experience as 

a receptionist.
d must have some knowledge of work for an 

architectural company.
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It is hard to imagine the trouble people used to have when they 
wanted to reheat lunch or prepare a bowl of popcorn before 
the invention of the microwave oven. We have this “friend in 
the kitchen” thanks to one engineer and a discovery he made 
at work. Back in 1945, Percy Spencer was experimenting with 
a military radar that emitted microwaves*. While he was 
working with the machine, he noticed that a chocolate bar in his 
pocket had melted. He guessed that it was the radiation which 
had “cooked” his snack and experimented further. As a result, he 
discovered a revolutionary way of cooking. He is now known as 
the fi rst person to have made microwave popcorn. 

* to emit microwaves – vyzařovat, vysílat mikrovlny

29 What would be the best title for the article?
a The engineer who cooked at work
B early difficulties in making popcorn
c Microwave cooking invented by chance
d Microwave ovens used in military machines 

Long‑term yoghurt‑eaters are less likely to suff er from high blood 
pressure than people who do not eat yoghurt, a 15‑year study 
has found. Scientists monitored more than 2,000 people who 
did not have high blood pressure at the beginning of the study. 
Yoghurt consumption was measured at three points over 
the research period by asking participants in the study to complete 
questionnaires about the amount of yoghurt they ate. The study 
found people were 31 percent less likely to suff er from high blood 
pressure if two percent of their daily calories came from yoghurt. 
This is equal to around one cup of low‑fat yoghurt every three days. 
Their blood pressure also increased less than that of people who 
didn’t eat yoghurt at all. 

27 What is true about the study?
a people in the study filled in questionnaires every three 

years.
B Blood pressure did not change in 31 percent of people in 

the study.
c Blood pressure was lower among people who ate yoghurt 

regularly.
d The researchers chose people with high blood pressure 

for the study.

world’s longest Beard 
goes right to the Floor 
Sarwan Singh from Canada is the current world record holder for 
the longest beard on a living person: in September 2019, it was 
measured at 2.36 metres. Just for comparison, the world’s tallest 
living man, Sultan Kösen, is 251 centimetres tall. 

Singh is a Khalsa Sikh. Khalsa Sikhs leave their hair uncut as 
a sign of love for God, so many men who follow this religion have 
long beards. But Singh’s beard is exceptional. Singh, a priest at 
a temple in Canada, says his beard is a gift from God. The Canadian 
press says Singh has also called his beard his “favourite body 
part”. He is careful about it and always folds it or keeps it over his 
shoulder so that it doesn’t touch the fl oor. 

28 What does the article say about Singh’s beard?

a singh cuts it carefully.

B singh loves it as a thing from god.

c it touches the floor when singh walks.

d it is longer than the world’s tallest man is tall.

YOGHURTTO EAT OR NOT TO EAT
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT

ParT sIX QuesTiOns 30–39 10 points / 1 point per question

read statements 30–39 and the information about the diamond Museum in Amsterdam. 
Based on the information in the text, decide if the statements are true (T) or false (F).

READING

 T F

30 Queen Juliana got 275 diamonds in one birthday present. ______________________________________________  

31 diamonds in russia were found later than those in south Africa.  ______________________________________  

32 diamonds can be found in all parts of the world.  ________________________________________________________  

33 people use about as many diamonds in industry as they do in jewellery.  ______________________________  

34 Amsterdam has lost its former leading position as a diamond-cutting centre.  _______________________  

35 Both the Orloff and Koh-i-noor diamonds were taken to europe by soldiers.  _________________________  

36 elizabeth Taylor’s diamond was of the same shape as Catherine ii’s diamond.  ________________________  

37 The Koh-i-noor diamond is also known as “The sun of the sea”.  ________________________________________  

38 no one has ever paid more money for the Taylor-Burton diamond than richard Burton.  ____________  

39 Queen Victoria used the services of the same diamond company as the dutch royal family.  ________  
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT

t he Diamond Museum Amsterdam was established by Ben 
Meier, who worked for the world‑famous Coster diamond 
cutting and polishing company. Mr Meier was known for 
polishing many valuable diamonds for the Dutch royal family, 

including 275 diamonds that were used to decorate a special 
wristwatch. This watch was made as a gift for Queen Juliana from 
the people of the Netherlands on her 50th birthday. 

Let’s have a look at some parts of the diamond journey which is 
waiting for you in the museum.

History
It is believed that the fi rst diamonds were found in India as early 
as 1000 BC, and India remained the most important exporter of 
diamonds until the 18th century. In 1725, diamonds were discovered 
in Brazil, then in Russia in 1822, in Australia in 1851 and in South 

Africa in 1866. By the beginning of the 21st century, diamonds had 
been found in more than 20 countries throughout the world and on 
every continent except Europe and Antarctica.

Of the total world diamond production, only a quarter is used 
for jewellery, while three‑quarters goes to industrial uses such as 
electronic equipment and medical instruments.

Jewellery diamonds are prepared in a limited number of locations 
in the world. Diamonds were cut for the fi rst time at the beginning 
of the 14th century in Venice. In the 17th century, Amsterdam became 
the world centre for cutting and trade in diamonds. Today this city 
has been replaced by bigger cutting and polishing centres such as 
Antwerp, New York and the Indian cities of Surat and Mumbai.

In history, there have been several diamonds that became world 
famous, either because they were very large or because they were 
owned by famous people. There are even legends connected to some.

The orloff
“The Sun of the Sea” was 
the name of a diamond weighing 
194.75 carats. It was stolen by 
a French soldier from the eye 
of a temple statue in India. In 
1767, he secretly transported 
it to Amsterdam, where it was 
bought by the Russian aristocrat 
Grigori Orloff , who wanted to 
win back the love of the Russian 
empress Catherine II. She accepted 
the stone, which looked like a hen’s 
egg, but refused the man.

Taylor-Burton
In 1969, the English actor Richard 
Burton bought a 69.42 carat 
diamond with a teardrop shape 
for his wife, the American actress 
Elizabeth Taylor. At that time, 
its price of $1.05 million was 
the highest sum ever paid for 
a diamond. In 1978, after their 
divorce, Elizabeth sold the diamond 
for $5 million to Henry Lambert, 
a jeweller in New York.

The Koh-i-Noor
The Koh‑i‑Noor, its name meaning “mountain of light”, 
is one of the most famous diamonds in the world. 
Legend says that the stone brings bad luck to its 
male owners, and throughout its long history in 
the Mughal, Afghan, Persian and Sikh Empires, 
many of its owners died in terrible ways. In 1849, it 
was stolen by a member of the British Army during 
the Second Anglo‑Sikh War and given to the British 
queen, Victoria. She decided to have it re‑cut and 
ordered the cutter Loui Voorzanger of Coster to 
do the job. He shaped it into an oval brilliant. Its fi nal 
resting place was found in 1937, when it was set in 
the crown of Queen Elizabeth (wife of King George VI 
and mother of the current British queen).

if you want to learn more, come to visit the museum. 

THE DIAMOND 
MUSEUM 

AMSTERDAM
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT

ParT sEVEN QuesTiOns 40–44 10 points / 2 points per question

read the article about a strange crime. 
For questions 40–44, choose the best of answers a–D, based on the information in the text.

READING

a BIZarre crIme 
oF conscIence

In 1961, a famous Goya painting of the Duke 
of Wellington was stolen from the National 
Gallery. At fi rst the police thought the crime 
had been carried out by a clever gang, and 
the identity of the thieves became such 
a popular question that the painting even 
appeared in the fi rst James Bond fi lm 
Dr No. In the fi lm, the famous agent 007 is 
taken into his enemy’s living room, where 
he sees the Goya hanging on the wall and 
says, “So there it is!” Of course, it was just 
a copy made for the fi lm. In fact, it turned 
out that the man responsible for stealing 
the painting was a retired bus driver, 
Kempton Bunton, who kept the stolen 
painting in a locked cupboard in his cellar 
for fi ve years before deciding to give it back 
to the nation.

Bunton was far from being a career 
criminal. He had never stolen anything 
before in his life. Instead, he was quite 
well known (and often admired) as a very 
politically active citizen – especially on 
the issue of the TV licence. In the UK, 
everyone who owns a TV must pay 
the government for a licence, which is used 
to fund the BBC. Bunton wanted old‑age 
pensioners to get their licences for free, 
but the government said that there was no 
money available.

It was during this time that a rich American 
bought the Goya painting of the Duke 
of Wellington from the National Gallery, 
intending to take it back to the US for his 
private collection. The British government 
said that it was a national treasure and 
paid £140,000 to keep the painting in 
the country. Bunton was enraged at this 
because he wanted the money to go to 
pensioners’ TV licences instead.

Bunton was fascinated by the publicity 
around the attempt to keep the Goya 
painting in Britain. He was a lorry driver 

at the time, and during one of his trips to 
London he went to the National Gallery 
and had a long friendly conversation 
with the guards in front of the painting. 
They talked about the security protecting 
the artwork. The guards said that it was 
impossible for even the bravest criminals to 
get near the painting, but also accidentally 
shared the information that everything was 
automatically switched off  very early every 
morning so the cleaners could do their job.

This got Kempton “Robin Hood” Bunton 
thinking. He later told detectives of his 
adventure: “I am sure that the guards were 
playing cards. I got in at 8am using a ladder 
left by the builders. I climbed in through 
a toilet window I’d left open on the previous 
day. When I grabbed the picture, 
the security systems remained quiet, so 
I just waited till the museum opened and 
then walked away from the building with 
the Goya under my arm. The government 
did not allow free television for pensioners 
and paid for the painting instead. That is 
why I took the painting.”

Surprisingly, as he actually returned 
the painting, the court did not fi nd him 
guilty of the theft. 

Kempton Bunton
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40 What did you learn from the 1st paragraph?
a The film made the thief famous.
B The crime was solved by the police.
c The goya portrait was included in a film.
d The stolen picture was hanging on the wall of a living room.

41 What does the author say about Kempton Bunton in 
the 2nd paragraph?
a He was an unknown man.
B He was an experienced thief.
c He was a government supporter.
d He was interested in social problems.

42 How could you best replace the word “enraged” in 
the 3rd paragraph?
a angry 
B excited
c nervous
d satisfied 

43 What did the guards do during Bunton’s first visit to 
the National Gallery?
a They turned the alarm off.
B They mentioned secret information.
c They showed Bunton round the paintings.
d They explained to Bunton how to operate the alarm.

44 How did Bunton manage to take the painting?
a He used his own ladder to get in.
B He hid the painting in the toilets.
c He made good friends with the guards.
d He took advantage of a switched-off alarm.

Bridge / January-February 2020 
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT

Addison wants to look after a child of 
up to seven years of age. She wants to 
earn as much as possible, so she would 
prefer to work from the morning until 
the evening on weekdays. She doesn’t 
mind working at the weekends either. 
However, she only wants to care for 
the child and not to do housework. She 
loves dogs and would prefer a family 
that has some.

ParT EIGHT QuesTiOns 45–49 10 points / 2 points per questionParT EIGHT QuesTiOns 45–49 10 points / 2 points per question

read the information about five people who are looking for jobs connected with childcare. 
Match the people 45–49 to the advertisements of childcare agencies a–G. 
There are two extra advertisements which will not be used.

READING

Daisy has just completed college, where 
she earned a diploma in early years 
education and childcare, and now she 
would love to look after a child to get 
more experience. She would like to 
work only in the afternoons as she has 
her language classes from 9am to 11am 
every day. She doesn’t want to do any 
housework. She doesn’t mind pets.

Lauren only has time on weekday 
afternoons. She’d be happy to 
do everything connected with 
the child’s care – including playing 
with the child both inside and outside, 
reading books and cooking meals – and 
she’s willing to do some housework for 
extra money as well. She is a big animal 
lover and would love walking a dog.

Scarlett wants to look after a child 
in the mornings but would prefer to 
fi nish before 3pm so as to have free 
afternoons. She wouldn’t mind working 
at weekends. She hates housework but 
she is keen on cooking and would love 
to prepare meals for the child. She is 
afraid of dogs. 

Melinda looked after her little niece 
last year. Now she wants to use her 
experience to earn some money looking 
after a baby younger than one year 
old as a nanny. She doesn’t mind doing 
some housework. However, there can’t 
be any pets in the family. Melinda 
would like to start work in the morning 
and fi nish no later than 2pm.

46 Lauren 45 addison 

48 Melinda 49 Daisy 47 Scarlett 
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Matchmaker – Fulham
a 

A warm and fun‑loving nanny is needed for a family 
in Fulham. They are looking for someone to play 

games and keep their four‑year‑old daughter entertained 
with various activities, including going to parks, swimming, 
etc. You will start at 2pm, picking up the child from nursery 
school and caring for her until 7pm. No weekend work is 
required. The family has a dog, but you will not have to 
walk it. You will not have to do any housework. 

MyTamarin – South Kensington
B 

A family living in South Kensington is looking for 
a part‑time nanny. You will have to look after 

a nine‑month‑old child from 8am to 2pm every working 
day. Your responsibilities will include feeding and 
bathing the child. You will be asked to do some light 
housekeeping, especially helping with laundry. 
The house is situated in a quiet neighbourhood near 
the park. There are no pets in the home. 

IMPERIAL 
NANNIES

g 
A family is looking for a nanny 
for a six‑year‑old boy. Your 

working hours will be from 2pm to 
6pm every weekday (no weekend work 
required). Your duties could include 
taking the boy to group activities and 
local playgrounds, reading with him or 
just playing. You will also be expected 
to do meal and snack preparation and 
some light housekeeping, for which 
you will be paid extra. You will also 
need to walk the family dog. 

Project Lambda – Chiswick
c 

A nanny is required to help care for a three‑year‑old girl. Both 
parents work from home, so your role will just be to provide help 

for 50 hours per week, Monday to Friday, 8am–6pm plus some weekend 
work (always agreed with you in advance). A driving licence is not 
essential due to the central location of the house. The family employs 
a regular cleaner during the week, so no housework is required from 
you. The family has two pet dogs, so an animal lover is a must.

Summer Job in Ealing
d 

A short‑term summer nanny is required for a family in Ealing. 
The role will consist of caring for a three‑year‑old girl from 

8.30am to 6pm, Monday to Friday, while her mother recovers from an 
operation. Wages will be £12–15 per hour, depending on previous 
experience. Light housekeeping will be expected, such as tidying up 
after the child, heating meals and ironing. The little girl is happy to go 
to the zoo quite often, as she loves animals and the family has no 
pets at home. 

LONDON 
KINDER NANNIES

e 
A part‑time babysitter for 
a ten‑month‑old boy is required by 

a London family with three children. You will 
only care for the baby from 8am to 2pm on 
weekdays. Two older sisters, aged four and 
six, will be collected from the local school by 
the family’s regular nanny, who will look after 
all three children in the afternoons. Your 
duties will include going to local playgrounds 
with the child and walking the family’s little 
dog (a Yorkshire terrier). No housework and no 
weekend work are required.

London 
Nanny Agency

F 
A dynamic and energetic 
nanny is required for a family 

living in London. You will be looking 
after a two‑year‑old girl every 
weekday from 9am to 2pm while her 
mum is at her part‑time job. You will 
not have to do any housework, as 
the family has a regular cleaner, but 
you will need to do some cooking for 
the child. You will sometimes be 
asked to work at the weekend as well. 
The family has no pets.
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B1 MaTUrITa / didAKTiCKÝ TesT

ParT NINE QuesTiOns 50–64 15 points / 1 point per question

read the article about an old lady’s wish. 
For questions 50–64, choose the correct answer: a, B or C.

READING

POlICE “aRRESt” 
104-YEaR-OlD PENSIONER
a resident at a care home in Bristol, Anne Brokenbrow, 

was “arrested” by two police offi  cers. No, she wasn’t 

a dangerous criminal. The arrest was part of a charity 

50 ___________ . The home is one of fi ve care homes that take part 

in a project that tries to grant residents’ wishes. 

Mrs Brokenbrow, a former secretary, sent in her wish not long ago. 

She wrote: “My wish is to be arrested. I am 104 and I 51 ___________ 

never been on the wrong side of the law.” With the help of local 

police, the project made her wish come true. Two police offi  cers 

arrived at the care home 52 ___________ Monday morning and 

“arrested” Mrs Brokenbrow. 53 ___________ they took her for a ride 

in a police car. 

Mrs Brokenbrow said: “I had a 54 ___________ day. It’s the best 

thing that ever happened to me. I was a secretary at the Robertsons 

jam factory for 55 ___________ years. I worked in the offi  ces there. 

I didn’t do 56 ___________ special but I worked quite hard. Now 

I am happy at the care home and they’re very nice to me. But this 

was a very 57 ___________ change.” 

Care home manager Alex said that Anne is their fi rst resident to 

have been arrested by the police. She said: “Anne has got a great 

sense of humour. She usually 58 ___________ a smile to our 

faces. But still we were a little bit surprised when she wanted 

59 ___________ arrested.”

The police offi  cers said: “As far as we know, she’s 

the 60 ___________ person we’ve ever arrested. And it was our 

fi rst time arresting anyone at a care home as well.” 

Simon and Ann Bernstein, 61 ___________ invented the wishing 

programme, said: “Our charity provides creative activities for 

pensioners. We know that life in a care home can 62 ___________ 

boring and quite lonely sometimes. The nurses don’t have enough 

time to entertain their residents all the time. So we are really happy 

we 63 ___________ to help. Hopefully, people 64 ___________ 

more interested in the elderly people in the future.”
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50 a action B event c operation

51 a am B have c was

52 a at B in c on

53 a After B Than c Then

54 a finally B lovely c nicely

55 a a lot B many c much

56 a anything B nothing c something

57 a pleasant B please c pleased

58 a bring B brings c is bringing

59 a be B being c to be

60 a old B older c oldest

61 a which B who c whose

62 a be B being c to be

63 a are able B can c could

64 a are B have been c will be

Bridge / January-February 2020 17

c operation

c was

c on

c Then

c nicely

c much

something

pleased

is bringing

to be

oldest
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B1 MaTUrITa / ÚsTnÍ zKOuŠKA

Health and Body Care

SPEAKING
ParT oNE  3 mins 

INtRODUCtION
Hello. (Sit down, please. Can you tell me your task sheet number so 
I can check it, please?)

Could you briefl y introduce yourself to the committee?

Thank you. Now let’s go to Part One.

StUDENt’S taSk SHEEt
The examiner is going to ask you some questions about 
the topic of health and body care. Please answer the questions 
in as much detail as possible. If you don’t understand 
a question, please ask the examiner to repeat it.

?   EXaMINER: SaMPlE QUEStIONS
I am going to ask you some questions about the topic of health 
and body care. If possible, give detailed answers. If you don’t 
understand a question, please ask me to repeat it.

Are you ready?

1 Do you have a healthy lifestyle? Tell me about it.

2 Have you ever tried to go on a diet? Why? / Why not?

3 When was the last time you went to a doctor? Tell me about it.

4 What are some things people can do to keep fi t? Tell me about 
them.

5 Do you think life is more stressful today than 50 years ago? 
Why? / Why not?

6 In your opinion, do people spend more time and money on 
beauty or on health? Why? 

LeT’S PRACTISe
Match the sample answers a–F 
with the questions 1–6. 

a i can remember quite well, as it was this winter. 
i got the flu and, as i had a temperature, my 
mum said i had to see the doctor. i got some pills 
but they didn’t help much. i had to stay in bed 
and drink lots of tea. it took me two weeks to 
get better.

B it’s hard to say. Health is important, so we’re 
often willing to spend a lot of money on things 
that keep us healthy, like going to the gym. On 
the other hand, basic health care is paid for 
by the government, so we don’t have to spend 
money on it. i do think that nowadays there are 
many people who spend too much money on 
their beauty. And i am not speaking just about 
cosmetics, but also about things like plastic 
surgery. 

c no, i haven’t. i suppose i would have to if i had 
a serious disease, but thankfully i am quite 
healthy. And i don’t think most weight-loss 
diets work – although people can get slimmer, 
it’s usually only for a short time. i would even say 
that many diet plans do more harm than good, 
and i’ve heard of some that can cause serious 
health problems.

d i think so. life is much faster paced than it used 
to be. everyone is in a hurry, no one has time for 
anything, and it is really stressful. in the past, 
i think, life was calmer and people talked to 
each other more. it’s strange: we have all this 
technology to help us, but somehow we still 
have less time. nevertheless, i wouldn’t change 
the way i live now.

e well, it’s really hard to say. i quite like doing 
exercise, and pe is my favourite subject at 
school. i also go swimming and sometimes i go 
to the fitness centre with my friends. But my 
eating habits are terrible. i love fast food and 
don’t eat enough vegetables, which is not very 
healthy. And i don’t sleep enough.

F well, let me think a bit. There are definitely many 
things that can help. They are all connected 
to a healthy lifestyle. But i think the most 
important thing is to be active. You don’t have 
to do serious sport, but people should at least 
walk to work or to school. And almost everyone 
can go cycling or swimming in summer and 
skiing in winter.
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B1 MaTUrITa / ÚsTnÍ zKOuŠKA

SPEAKING
Jobs and Occupations
part Two consists of three tasks. pictures 2A and 2B show two different types of jobs.

ParT TWo  4 mins 

TaSk  ONE 1.5 mins

StUDENt’S taSk SHEEt
look at pictures 2A and 2B. Choose one of the pictures and 
describe it.
The following ideas may help you:

 • plACe
 • peOple

 • TYpe OF JOB
 • ACTiViTies

 • ATMOspHere
 • OTHer

?   EXaMINER: SaMPlE aDDItIONal QUEStIONS
 • What time of day do you think it is?

 • How often are you in the situation you can see in the picture?

 • What type of education does the person need to do the job?

 • Would you like to do such a job? Why? Why not?

TaSk TWO 1 min

TaSk THREE 1.5 mins

?   EXaMINER: SaMPlE aDDItIONal QUEStIONS
 • In your opinion, which job is more tiring? Why do you think so?

 • Which person must be more communicative? Why?

 • Who works longer hours? Why?

 • Which person has better working conditions? Why do you think so?

?   EXaMINER: SaMPlE QUEStIONS
 • who in your family has the most interesting job? why do you 

think so?

 • would you like to do the job as well? why?/why not?

 • Could you do the job with the education you have now? why?/
why not?

 • what are the advantages and disadvantages of the job?

StUDENt’S taSk SHEEt
look at both pictures again and compare them. 
(what is the same/similar/different?)
The following ideas may help you:

 • plACe
 • peOple

 • TYpe OF JOB
 • ACTiViTies

 • ATMOspHere
 • OTHer

StUDENt’S taSk SHEEt
Talk about the most interesting job a member of your 
family has. 

2a

2B
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The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
part Three consists of two tasks.

SPEAKING
ParT THrEE  5 mins 

TaSk ONE 3 mins TaSk TWO 2 mins

?   EXaMINER: SaMPlE QUEStIONS
 • How many countries make up the UK?

 • For what interesting sights is London famous? What do you know about them?

 • Can you tell me something about the political system in the UK?

 • Do you know any important kings and queens of England and Britain?

 • In your opinion, who is or was the most important person in the culture of 
Great Britain? Why?

 • Why do many people in Great Britain love talking about the weather?

?   EXaMINER: SaMPlE QUEStIONS
 • Oh, you’ve been to the UK. What places did you visit?

 • Where in the UK is that?

 • Which place was the most interesting for you and 
why?

 • What do tourists usually do there?

 • Is it a good idea to organise school trips to the UK? 
Why?/Why not?

StUDENt’S taSk SHEEt
in Task One you should speak on your own about the united Kingdom 
of great Britain and northern ireland.
The following ideas may help you:

 • lOCATiOn And 
geOgrApHY

 • iMpOrTAnT CiTies

 • pOliTiCAl sYsTeM
 • HisTOrY
 • CulTure

 • FAMOus 
persOnAliTies

 • OTHer

StUDENt’S taSk SHEEt
in Task Two, you and the examiner are going to 
talk together. imagine the following situation. 
You have just come back from the uK. You’ve 
brought some photos, 3A–3d, from the places 
you visited and you want to tell the examiner 
about the places. The examiner will start 
the conversation.

3a 3B

3C 3D

B1 MaTUrITa / ÚsTnÍ zKOuŠKA
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SPEAKING
Sports
ParT FoUr  3 mins 

TaSk TWO 2 mins

?   EXaMINER: SaMPlE QUEStIONS
 • Have you thought about the sports afternoon yet?

 • Do you think that that they’ll fi nd ________ interesting?

 • What should we do about the people who don’t want to go? 

 • What equipment will we need? 

 • Where shall we get the equipment?

 • What if the weather is bad?

 • So, what have we agreed on?

StUDENt’S taSk SHEEt
in part Four of the exam, you and the examiner are going 
to talk together. imagine the following situation: you 
and your english-speaking friend are at an international 
students’ camp. You have been asked to organise a sports 
afternoon for a group of students. You would like to 
discuss the event. First you should choose the sport, 
and then talk about the details. The examiner will play 
the role of your English-speaking friend and will start 
the conversation.
The following ideas and pictures 4A–4d may help you:

 • TYpe OF spOrT
 • nuMBer OF 

peOple

 • plACe
 • eQuipMenT

 • weATHer
 • OTHer

OTHEr

4a

4B

4C

4D

B1 MaTUrITa / ÚsTnÍ zKOuŠKA
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B1 MaTUrITa / pÍseMnÁ prÁCe

An english magazine is running a competition for the best article on the topic “a school club”. 
You have decided to take part in the competition.
write an article using 120–150 words.
in the article:

 • say which school clubs or extracurricular activities your school offers
 • describe the club/activity you like most, and explain why
 • suggest one club/activity which could be offered next year

You are studying at a college in great Britain and have just decided that you need 
some time away from the city before your final exams. 
You want to tell your friend about your plans. 
write a short email using 60–70 words.
in the email

 • tell your friend where and for how long you are going
 • write about the activities you are planning to do
 • invite your friend to join you
 • explain how he or she can get there

WRITING
ParT oNE  24 points

ParT TWo  12 points

SAMPLE teXt

These days, schools don’t just teach 
students in ordinary lessons, but also 
in after‑school clubs where learning 
is less formal and more fun. My 
school off ers a wide range of clubs 
and activities, from the literary club 
to the computer club.

The club I like best is the school 
magazine club. There are about ten 
students and two teachers in the club. 
We meet every Thursday afternoon 
after lessons. I was surprised to fi nd 

out how much work is needed to 
publish a monthly magazine. Some of 
the students are artists who illustrate 
the articles, some write funny articles 
about school life and lessons, and 
I put together the text and pictures 
before publishing. I like it because it is 
really creative.

The only club that I miss at my 
school is a cookery club because 
I would love to learn how to cook. 
Well, maybe next year.

SCHOOL CLUBS

SAMPLE message
Hi Jerry,

I’ve had enough of studying, so I’m leaving for the lake near the village of Beccles. 
I hope to spend fi ve days there relaxing and fi shing. I’ve booked a cabin in the Field 
Farm Fishery Camp, which has everything I need. It’d be great if you could join me. Just 
get on the number 126 bus to Beccles. It stops at the camp. 

Bye,
Tom
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B1–B2 news / puzzles CD Track 17

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)
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Which of these statements are true?
1 it’s something you can only see with a special filter.
2 it’s something made with the help of computers.
3 it’s alive.
4 it’s in space.
5 it’s artificial.
6 it’s from the ocean.
7 You can wear it.
8 it’s a new technological development.
9 it’s used to generate energy.

10 no one is sure what it is.
Solution on the CD and next 
month here in the magazineS I Last month’s solution: 

1 airline routes, 2 airports, 3 air traffic

It’s saId that a pIcture Is worth a thousand words.  
But sometImes they’re proBaBly In another language. 

Strange worlD

 the mootrix has you 
Happy cows make more milk, and factory‑style dairy farms all over 
the world are trying to find ways to turn that into money. Some 
American farms use massage machines, for example, while many 
Russian dairies play classical music to get the cows chillin’*. Now 
they’re testing whether cows that are locked in tiny cages can 
be made to feel happier if they are given VR headsets* showing 
pleasant natural scenery. In 2017, a Swiss cheese company 
uploaded a video using the same technology – but back then, it 
was an April Fool’s Day joke, and the Russian experiment is real. We 
think it might be kinder to let the cows chill out in a real field rather 
than playing them “a unique summer field simulation program 
developed by virtual reality architects”, but maybe that’s just us. 

taSk
What is true, according to the article?
a research has found that cows are happier with Vr headsets.
B The swiss carried out a serious experiment with Vr headsets.
c in the us, classical music is played to cows.
d Cows’ happiness can lead to more profit.

Solution in the TF and next 
month on the Bridge websiteS

 living Forever? 
One for the science‑fiction fans here. In movies from Alien (1979) to 
Passengers (2016), humans survive the long, long journeys across 
space by going into “suspended animation”, where they are kept 
alive without breathing, without a heartbeat and without aging. 
Until now, this has only been a theoretical possibility – but no longer! 
Humans have been put into suspended animation for the first 
time using a process where the brain is quickly cooled to less than 
10ºC by replacing blood with ice‑cold salt water. The scientists 
developing the process aren’t doing it for space travel, though. It 
will be used to keep very badly injured people alive for surgery.

Glossary*
mootrix – a play on the words moo (the sound that a cow makes) and Matrix
chillin’ – (informal) relaxing (to chill out = to relax)
VR headset – a virtual reality device that you can wear on your head
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Media panic about gaming – and, more 
recently, social media use – is hardly new. 
The United States’ surgeon general (the top 
medical advisor to the government) was 
warning about the dangers of video game 
addiction way back in 1982. But is there 
anything in it?

your Brain on Drugs
Your brain mixes up some pretty cool drugs, 
most famously dopamine and serotonin. 
These can make you feel alert, excited, 
happy and so on. The body produces them 

to give you a natural reward for behaviours 
and actions that (evolutionarily speaking) 
give you a better chance of staying alive, 
like making friends and falling in love. 

Many harmful and addictive drugs work 
by “hacking” these natural processes. 
Cocaine, for example, aff ects how your brain 
processes its own chemicals. What cocaine 
users get high on – and addicted to – are 
actually the brain’s natural chemicals.

Just as we can get addicted to cocaine, 
we can get addicted to pretty much any 
behaviour that persuades our brains to 
give us another hit of chemical happiness. 
Diff erent scientifi c studies have recorded 
people being addicted to behaviours 
from obvious ones like gambling to tango 
dancing, entrepreneurship, bodybuilding 
and tattooing.

It’s Just for Fun
Spending a weirdly long time on something 
you enjoy doesn’t mean you’re addicted. It’s 
natural and normal to want to spend a lot of 
time doing things that make you happy. It’s 
also normal for that to irritate some people. 
On the other hand, addictions to social 

media and gaming are real enough that 
there are rehab clinics off ering treatment. 

Games and apps provide opportunities for 
social interactions, puzzle solving, keeping 
control over a situation, getting approval 
from others and so on – all of which are 
great “brain chemical” triggers. In this sense, 
of course they are addictive. But is there 
anything uniquely addictive about them?

Hacking our Brains
There is evidence that some game and 
app developers have been deliberately 
designing their apps to create addictive 
behaviours. One of the top people making 
this accusation is Sean Parker, the original 

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

“giving your child a smartphone 
is like giving them a gram of 
cocaine,” reads the headline in 
a major newspaper. “gaming 
addict kids taken into care,” 
reads another. yet another 
warns, “selfie generation are so 
selF-oBsessed that it has been 
identified as an addiction.”

GEttING 
ON tECH
SHOULD WE BE WORRIED 

ABOUt DIGItAL ADDICtION?

Spending a weirdly 
long time on something 
you enjoy doesn’t mean 

you’re addicted.

HIGH

B2 issue / sCienCe
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president of Facebook. According to 
Parker, the platform was developed 
specifi cally to target “a vulnerability in 
human psychology” (in computer science, 
a vulnerability is a weak point in a program 
where it can be hacked). 

Parker claims that Facebook engineers 
developed the system of notifi cations based 
on the neuroscience of addiction. Our brains 
reward us for praise and social interactions, 
and Facebook’s notifi cations mean that we 
can receive these rewards dozens of times 
a day just by opening the app. Whenever 
someone likes or comments on a post or 
photograph, Parker explains, “we give you 
a little dopamine hit”.

The New “Big Tobacco”? 
Parker left Facebook in 2005, and Facebook 
denies his claim that the platform was 
designed to create addiction. The same 

goes for Twitter, Epic Games (the makers 
of Fortnite) and several other developers. 
But should we trust them? Some experts 
have made comparisons to the way big 
tobacco companies used to deny that they 
made cigarettes to be addictive. To quote 
Elaine Ou, a leading software developer, 
“Facebook is an addictive product. 
Expecting the platform to protect children 
from harmful content is like asking 
the tobacco industry to make a kid‑friendly 
cigarette.” 

out in the open
Not all developers pretend that their 
products are not addictive. A company 
called Dopamine Labs has openly 
developed a program that “allows any app 
to become addictive” and that “changes 
the wiring of the brain”, though they claim 
that it is for things like increasing school 

attendance and helping people stick to 
exercise plans. 

Ironically, the company also has another 
product that helps people break their app 
addictions. “We’re not about starting or 
stopping,” they say, “we’re about giving 
people that choice of who – and how – they 
want to be.” It is, perhaps, a convenient way 
for them to have their cake and eat it•.  

No Cause for Hysteria
At the same time, a lot of the objections to 
how much time we spend on social media, 
gaming and so on are cultural rather than 
scientifi c. But where’s the line between “plays 
games more than Mum likes” and “OMG 
get help”? There are various signs that can 
be used to identify addiction (see “What Is 
Addiction?”), but they come down to a simple 
question: who is in control of your life? You, 
or your phone, PC or games console?

LANGUAGE POINT•
The expression “you can’t have your cake and eat 
it” means that you can’t have two opposite things at 
once. Naturally, people try to do so anyway, and this 
is jokingly called “having your cake and eati ng it”.

DISCUSS
 • does anyone complain about how 

much time you spend gaming or on 
social media? what do you think 
about it?

 • do you ever feel that your gaming or 
social media use affects your life or 
relationships in negative ways? How?

 • do you think that tech addiction is 
something to be worried about, either 
in your own life or in wider  society? 
why? whose responsibility is it?

Addiction is not just loving to do something 
a lot. it means there have been physical 
and long-term changes to the brain. Here 
are some signs of addiction listed by 
the American psychiatric Association:

 • Thinking about the activity even when 
you should be doing something else.

 • Feeling sad, irritable or anxious when 
the activity is not possible.

 • needing to spend more time on 
the activity to feel satisfied.

 • inability to reduce time spent, 
unsuccessful attempts to quit.

 • loss of interest in previously enjoyed 
activities.

 • Continuing with the activity despite 
problems (e.g. loss of sleep, worsening 
marks at school, relationship issues 
with family).

 • lying to family members or others 
about the amount of time spent on 
the activity.

 • The use of the activity to relieve 
negative moods.

 • risking relationships or other life 
chances due to the activity.

showing just one or two of these signs 
does not mean a person is an addict, and 
an addict may not show all of these signs.

WHat IS aDDICtION?
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wherever you look in Vancouver, 
you see water or mountains 
or both. Vancouver lies on 
a peninsula surrounded by 
bays and rivers that flow into 
the pacific ocean. with outdoor 
farmers’ markets, cultural events, 
a variety of festivals throughout 
the year and all manner of 
shopping, Vancouver is a fusion1 
of the natural and the urban.

outdoorsy and active
The landscape itself, with long sand beaches, 
many parks and a mild climate, encourages 
enjoyment of an outdoorsy and active lifestyle. 

The Vancouver Seawall is a 22‑kilometre 
pedestrian and biking path which winds 
its way2 through many of the city’s 
neighbourhoods and parks, goes along 
beaches and wraps around Stanley Park. 
A system of aquabuses (= water buses) 
and ferries provides transport along some 
sections of the seawall.

Stanley Park is a 400‑hectare park 
created in 1888, on the north‑western edge 
of downtown Vancouver. It contains half 
a million trees, a botanical garden with 
7,500 plant species and even a hedge maze3. 
There are tennis courts, a golf course, miles 
of trails for walking and cycling, a swimming 
pool and restaurants. Not bad for a city park!

First Nations Heritage
For 10,000 years, the coastline of British 
Columbia was home to the Pacifi c 
Northwest Coast First Nations•. Historically, 
Canada’s indigenous cultures were treated 
very badly by the country’s European 
colonisers, but today Vancouver celebrates 
its First Nations heritage4. It is home to 
public art by indigenous artists, including 
the totem poles of Stanley Park, which tell 
the stories of individual families and tribes. 

The Museum of Anthropology at 
the University of British Columbia has one 
of the world’s most impressive collections 
of art and artifacts of the Pacifi c Northwest 
Coast First Nations, with decorated canoes, 
masks, carvings5, fabrics6 and totem poles. 

a City of Culture
Vancouver is a cultural and artistic centre, 
with many theatres, art galleries and 

museums. It was, 
and is, a city of 
immigrants, and 

its ethnic diversity gives it a cosmopolitan 
atmosphere. This diversity is also refl ected 
in the city’s many festivals. Vancouver 
is home to both Scottish and Chinese 
communities, and January 25th 2020 will see 
the Chinese New Year falling on the same 
date as Robert Burns’ birthday. That means 
it’s time for a “Gung Haggis Fat Choy Robbie 
Burns Chinese New Year’s Eve dinner”. 

In April, the Cherry Blossom Festival 
commemorates the giving of 800 cherry trees 
to the City of Vancouver by Japan. There are 
now over 40,000 cherry trees throughout 
the city. Their blossoms signal the arrival of 
spring and the beginning of a three‑week 
festival with musical performances, art 
installations and a massive community 
picnic in Queen Elizabeth Park.

In June, the Chinese‑Canadian 
community hosts North America’s largest 
and most competitive dragon boat festival. 

CUltURE POINt
About 4.3% of Canadians are inuit 
(indigenous Arctic), Métis (mixed 
european and indigenous descent 
from the early days of colonialism) or 
First nations. The First nations include 
people with many different languages, 
cultures and spiritual beliefs. 

CAnADA 
FROM COASt tO COASt

Vancouver 
British Columbia

Josephine Mensch (CAN)

The towers of the city centre, as seen from the Vancouver seawall

Totem pole at 
stanley park
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nova scotia is a peninsula on 
the eastern edge of the canadian 
mainland. half the population 
of nova scotia lives in halifax, 
the capital of the province, but 
otherwise the communities are 
relatively small and spread out 
along the coast. 

It’s a mostly rural province, crisscrossed 
by rivers and covered by dense7 forests. 
Winters are snowy, windy, icy and long. 
National parks protect Nova Scotia’s 
wonderful nature while making it accessible 
to visitors. Not surprisingly, the weather 
and the outdoors play a major role in 
daily life and activities of Nova Scotians. 
Nowhere is this truer than on Cape Breton 
Island, which is connected to the mainland 
by a causeway – a road built through 
the water. 

The Cape Breton Melting Pot
The indigenous people of Nova Scotia are 
the Mi’kmaq. They lived there for thousands 
of years before the fi rst Europeans, 
the French, arrived to explore the shores 
of Cape Breton. The newcomers claimed 
it for France and built a fort8 there to help 
fi ght off  the English. Ultimately, France lost 
that war, and the English had all the French 
settlers in Nova Scotia deported. Some 
later returned, and a French‑speaking 
community still lives there today. Scots 
and Irish later settled there, and today 
the people of Cape Breton are Mi’kmaq, 
French, Scottish, Irish and English.

The long road
Cape Breton Island is known for the Cabot 
Trail, a 300‑kilometre scenic and dramatic 
coastal drive around the northern part 
of Cape Breton. The drive starts and 
ends in Baddeck, a small town which was 
the summer home of Alexander Graham 
Bell, the inventor of the telephone. His 
home is still there and a museum detailing 
his life and displaying his inventions has 
been built nearby. 

From Baddeck, the road travels 
west along rivers, through forests of 
maple trees9, up and down hills, along 
the rocky ocean coast and fi nally up 
into the mountains of the Cape Breton 
Highlands National Park. Beaches, cliff s 
and forests wait for adventurous hikers and 
campers who choose to explore the many 
hiking and walking trails. 

Moose10 live in the park and can be seen 
sometimes from the road. With luck, you 
could catch sight of something even more 
wonderful: as you watch the spectacular 
sunsets over the Gulf of St. Lawrence, you 
may even see whales.

VoCaBUlary
1 fusion  [ˈfj uːʒn] – spojení, fúze
2 winds its way  [waɪndz] – kroutí  se, vine se
3 hedge maze  [hedʒ meɪz] – keřové bludiště
4 heritage  [ˈherɪtɪdʒ] – dědictví
5 carving  [ˈkɑːvɪŋ] – řezba
6 fabric  [ˈfæbrɪk] – tkanina
7 dense  [dens] – hluboký, hustý
8 fort  [fɔːt] – pevnost
9 maple tree  [ˈmeɪpl] – javor

10 moose  [muːs] – los (zvíře)

CaNaDa FaCt FIlE
population: about 37 million
land area: 9,984,670 km2

currency: Canadian dollar
political system: parliamentary 
democracy and constitutional monarchy 
(British monarch is the head of state)
capital city: Ottawa (almost 1 million)
largest cities:  Toronto (5.4m), 
Montreal (3.5m), Vancouver (2.2m), 
Calgary (1.2m), edmonton (1m)
top five first languages: english, 
French, Mandarin, Cantonese, punjabi
physical geography: About 40% is 
covered by forest. There are mountain 
ranges along the west and east coasts, hills 
and wetlands in the northeast, the great 
lakes in the southeast, grass and farmland 
in the southwest (the Canadian 
prairies). 40% of the country is arctic. 
roughly 85% of Canadians live within 
160 km of the us border.

Cape Breton
nova scotia

The beautiful Cabot Trail, which follows the coastline around the north of the island
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The moose: the largest living deer, and a Canadian icon
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a scottish Celebration
Many people have never heard of this event, 
and that’s a shame, because Burns Night 
(also called Burns Supper) is great fun. Men 
often wear traditional kilts and people read 
poetry before enjoying a feast of haggis•, 
potatoes, turnips (= white root vegetable) 
and whisky. Afterwards, there’s always 
some Scottish dancing.

But why is it celebrated? The reason is to 
remember Scotland’s national poet, Robert 
Burns. His birthday was on January 25th, 
so this is why Burns Night is celebrated on 
that day.

Who Was robert Burns?
It may seem strange that a poet, born long 
ago in 1759, is still so popular. To understand, 
we need to look at Burns’ life and his work. 
But fi rst, let’s call him what Scottish people 
call him: Rabbie. This comes from Robbie, 
the shortened version of Robert, in Scots 
dialect (we’ll discuss that later).

THE SCOTTISH 
BARD 

RABBIE BURNS AND 
tHE SCOtS LANGUAGE

rabbie wrote many popular poems 
and songs which still influence 
writers today. His way of “speaking to 
the people” is what makes him loved by 
scottish people. Here’s some more facts 
about the national poet of scotland:

  people say he was a “ladies’ man” 
(= a man who enjoys flirting with 
women), but he greatly respected 
women. in fact, there is “The Toast 
to the lassies (= girls, women)” 
during every Burns night.

  He rebelled against religion.
  He almost emigrated to Jamaica, 

but stayed in scotland because his 
poetry was so successful.

  Although his work was really 
popular, rabbie was never rich and 
he died young, at 37 years old.

  in a 2009 poll, the scottish public 
voted him as the greatest scot in 
history.

every year, scottish people gather together on 

January 25th. the reason? to celebrate Burns night.

Karen Cryer (UK)

SPEakING tO tHE PEOPlE
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Rabbie was the son of a poor 
farmer and grew up in a small town in 
Ayrshire with three brothers and three 
sisters. Although there wasn’t much 
money, they had an education and 
they read literature. After his father 
died, Rabbie tried to farm, but it 
wasn’t for him. He had always written 
love poems and songs for girls, and 
when farming didn’t work out, he 
decided to focus more on this talent.

His fi rst book, Poems Chiefl y in 
the Scottish Dialect, was published 
in 1786. Everyone went crazy about 
it. Poor villagers, professors and 
fellow poets all loved Rabbie’s work. 
Why? Well, he could communicate 
with many people, from diff erent 
backgrounds. He wrote about nature 
and love, which anyone can relate to, 
plus he was really funny.

The scots language
We mentioned Scots earlier, and 
this is important because Rabbie 
Burns wrote in Scots at a time 

taSk
Here are some simple Scots phrases. Can you 
translate them into English?
Hae a guid day.

gled tae meet ye.

A dinnae ken.

whit’s yer name?

whaur ye fae?

Can ye talk mair slow?

lang time nae see.

lea me alane!

Solutions on the CD, in the TF and next 
month on the Bridge websiteS

Burns wrote this poem after he accidentally turned up the winter nest 
of a mouse when ploughing a field. realizing that the mouse had just lost 
its carefully built home and did not have much chance to build a new 
one in the beginning of harsh winter, he feels sorry, and he also compares 
the hardships of the mouse with similarly hard life of people. 

But Mousie, thou art no thy lane, (= mouse, you are not alone)
In proving foresight may be vain: (= discovering that thinking ahead can be 
useless)
The best laid schemes o’ mice an’ men (= the most carefully made plans of 
mice and men)
Gang aft agley. (= often go wrong)

The nobel prize winning American author John steinbeck (1902–1968) took 
the title of his book Of Mice And Men from this part of Burns’ poem. The line 
has also become a common idiom, and when things go wrong you often hear 
people sigh and say, “Ah, well, the best-laid plans…”

For auld lang syne, my jo
For auld lang syne
We’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet (tak = take, o’ = of)
For auld lang syne

in this song, which has become a new Year’s eve 
classic, Burns remembers childhood days when he and 
his friend “ran about the braes” (the hills) and “paidl’d i’ 
the burn” (paddled in the river). life, he says, has taken 
them to homes on different lands, so that “the seas 
between us braid hae roar’d” (the wide seas have 
roared between us), but now they have met and will 
“tak a right guid-willie waught” (have a friendly drink) 
“for auld lang syne, my jo”. These last words literally 
mean “for old long since, my dear”, but the phrase is 
better translated as “for old times’ sake”.

CUltURE POINt
Haggis is made of various sheep organs cut up 
with onions and spices, traditionally cooked inside 
a sheep’s stomach. it is the national dish of scotland. 
Burns’ poem “Address to a Haggis” celebrates 
this dish and is often recited during celebrations 
throughout the world when haggis is on the menu.

tO a MOUSE aUlD laNG SYNE

when it wasn’t popular. Scots looks 
diff erent from English, and it sounds 
diff erent, too. Many people think 
Scots is just the Scottish accent, but 
it’s a unique language. Like modern 
English, it developed from medieval 
British dialects, so it’s got a lot in 
common with English but with more 
Scandinavian infl uences. Scots was 
the main language in Scotland for 
400 years, until Great Britain was 
established in 1707. After that, more 
and more educated people in Scotland 
started to use English. Scots remained 
a spoken language for the common 
people, while people like Rabbie Burns 
fought to keep it alive.

About 1.5 million people still speak 
Scots today, often mixed with English. 
It’s still mostly a spoken language. 
It’s not the same as Scottish Gaelic, 
a completely diff erent language (for 
example, “I don’t understand” is “Chan 
eil mi a’ tuigsinn” in Scottish Gaelic). 
Scottish Gaelic comes from medieval 
Irish; people spoke it in Scotland 
before Scots and English. 

A Burns supper guest reads “Address to a Haggis”. 
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To get bladdered means 
to get very drunk.

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

tHE IDIOMS INSIDE YOU
Being hard-headed means you’re very 
pragmatic and unsentimental. It’s 
not the same as thick-skulled, which 
means slow to understand. Being soft 
in the head means stupid. Hot-headed 
means emotional and impulsive, while 
keeping a cool head means staying calm 
in the face of problems.

You can have an ear for 
music or languages, 
which means you learn 
them well. A word in your 
ear is a quiet warning.

To eyeball something means to measure 
it very approximately, but to eyeball 
someone is to stare at them aggressively.

To look down your nose at something (or someone) 
is to think it isn’t good enough for you. 

To keep your lips 
sealed means 
you won’t give 
away a secret.

if you hold your tongue 
you stay silent. if you 
bite your tongue you 
don’t say something 
even though you want to.

someone stiff-necked is proud and inflexible. 

no idioms use the medical term pharynx, 
but some use the common word throat. if 
it sticks in your throat to say something, 
it means you don’t want to say it.

To sing or shout at the top of 
your lungs means very loudly.

The skeletons in your 
closet are the dark 
secrets from your past. 

To know something in your bones or in your 
marrow means to believe it completely.

The spleen used to be seen as the home 
of anger, and to vent your spleen means 
to express your anger (usually loudly).

Being warm-hearted 
is being kind and loving. 
Being cold-hearted 
or stone-hearted is 
the opposite.

To have the stomach for an unpleasant 
action means to be tough enough to 
do it. if you can’t stand something, you 
can’t stomach it. if you’re nervous, you 
might have butterflies in your stomach.

There aren’t many idioms 
about veins and arteries. But if 
something makes you angry, it 
makes your blood boil. if you feel 
suddenly afraid, your blood runs 
cold, but being cold-blooded 
means sociopathic. if there’s 
bad blood between people, 
there’s a long-lasting dislike 
based on past actions. 

if you say that someone is 
flexing their muscles, it means 
they’re doing something to 
show others they have power. 

if you strain every sinew 
to do something, you try as 
hard as you can (sinew is an 
older name for a tendon).

Being lily-livered means being a coward 
(the opposite of being brave). 

if you accuse someone of having the gall to 
say something, it means they had no right to.

The intestines (large and small) are also 
known by the older word gut. To have guts 
means to be brave. A gut feeling is a belief 
not based on reason and evidence.

no idioms use the words womb or 
uterus, but the greek ὑστερά (husterá) 
is the origin of the words hysteria and 
hysterical. That’s because doctors used 
to say hysteria came from the womb 
(can you guess they were all men?).  

there are lots of idioms connected to the human body. let’s learn a few of 
them – and learn our way around the body at the same time. 
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auburn Scallon (USA)

MY ONlINE OPINION
DO YOU WRItE ONLINE REVIEWS?

when you see a good movie, 
buy something online or have 
an amazing meal, how often 
do you tell the world about 
your experience? 

“I leave reviews 
everywhere I can. 
When I go out to a restaurant, I pay 
close attention to the food and 
the service to share on Yelp. When 
I go on vacation, I always write a hotel 
review on Booking.com afterwards. 
I like sharing my favorite books on 
Goodreads or warning people about 
terrible movies on Rotten Tomatoes, 
and I always leave a comment when 
I buy something on Amazon.    

It’s not like• I think my opinion is 
the most important in the world. I know 
that I’m just one person, but I also love 
reading what other people have to say. 
If we all leave reviews, then it gives 
the next person a better idea of what 
to choose. I would defi nitely want to 
know, for example, if a hotel was dirty 
or if I shouldn’t waste my money going 
to a movie theater. Sometimes, after 
I leave a bad review, the restaurants 
even contact me to give me a discount 
on the next time I visit.”“I don’t really trust 

online reviews. 
Everyone has diff erent opinions so 
why should I believe what a bunch 
of strangers think? Review sites are 
usually full of people complaining or 
posts from employees who are paid to 
say positive things.    

When I do read hotel reviews, I look 
at two things: the best and the worst 
reviews. If a hotel has tons of one‑star 
reviews, I look at why people didn’t like 
it. I personally don’t care that much 
about a hotel breakfast or a great view 
if I can save money on a comfortable 
room. If they have lots of fi ve‑star 
reviews, I look at whether they all say 
the same thing. Most of the time, I just 
ask friends for their recommendations 
or scroll through Instagram to get 
ideas. You never know if online reviews 
were even written by a real person.”

DISCUSS
 How likely are you to use reviews before 

you… 
… book accommodation? 
… choose a restaurant?
… decide which film to watch?
... buy a product?

 what review sites have you used 
(as a reader or a writer)?

 Are you more likely to leave a review for 
a really good experience or a really bad 
experience? why?

 Are there any situations where you 
would prefer to write an anonymous 
review? 

 does the username matter to you when 
deciding whether to trust a review? 

 what kinds of businesses really need 
good reviews to succeed? Can you think 
of any experiences or businesses where 
reviews are not very important?

 Are there any products or experiences 
that don’t have online reviews, but you 
wish they did? 

 do you think you can spot a fake review? 
How?

FakE REVIEWS
reviews can be useful in making decisions, 
but it helps to take what you read with 
a grain of salt•. Many websites have a lot 
of “fake reviews”. in 2018, for example, 
the magazine Which? revealed a huge 
business involving two Facebook groups 
with 87,000 members. people would buy 
items on Amazon, leave a 5-star review, then 
get a refund plus a reward.

LANGUAGE POINTS•
• The phrase “it’s not like…” is common in 

conversati ons. It is oft en used to explain or defend 
your acti ons. (E.g. It’s not like I meant to be late. 
Traffi  c was just worse than usual.) 

• The idiom to take something with a grain of salt 
(AmE) / a pinch of salt (BrE) means that you should 
check something before believing it.  

MIKE

BETHANY

B1–B2 sOCiAl MediA tF activities
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The Cocktail Kid
Until her unexpected viral smash hit, Halsey 
was just Ashley Nicolette Frangipane, a New 
Jersey girl whose popular Tumblr blog hid 
a really messed‑up life and a string of bad 
life decisions.

The child of a black, hip‑hop‑loving 
college football player and “the local creepy 
weird girl with a tongue piercing”, Ashley 
grew up as a cocktail of different American 
identities. Although mixed‑race, she was 
“white passing”, which means that most 
people assumed she was white – until they 
learned about her dad. “A lot of people 
are under the impression that racism isn’t 
something you can be affected by if you’re 
light‑skinned,” she says, “but it’s a family 
experience. White kids didn’t wanna hang 
out with me because their parents wouldn’t 
let them. Or my dad would pick me up 
from school, and teachers would hold us in 
the office and make us prove he was my dad.”

a Challenging Childhood
The family had to move a lot, and by 
the time Ashley reached her teens she’d 
been to six different schools. “Every time 
I went to a new school I didn’t have time 
to reveal myself slowly to kids. I had to be 
direct: Here’s who I am. Either you’re gonna 
like me or you’re not. So for me, being so 
open was just about surviving.” 

Life got harder the more Ashley grew 
into her teens. The difficult mixed‑race 
kid with the tattoos and with half her hair 
shaved off was an obvious target for bullies 
in her conventional high school.

Fly High, Crash Hard
Ashley also found life to be a confusing 
series of extreme highs and lows. For days 
she’d feel strong, full of life, creative. She 
would “want to go out, want to drink, want 
to talk all night, want to help you with 
your problems, want to change the world.” 
She’d attract people to her, make them feel 
incredible, valued, loved and wanted. 

Then she’d crash and instantly shut 
everyone out. She must have seemed 
either crazy or manipulative. It was 

destructive to relationships. It led to terrible 
decision‑making, too. 

She tried to take her own life and ended 
up in a psychiatric hospital for 17 days. 
“Because I was 17, I was still in a children’s 
ward. Which was terrifying. I was in there 
with nine‑year‑olds who had tried to 
kill themselves.” That’s where she was 
diagnosed bipolar (what used to be called 
manic‑depressive).

life in the Hole
Ashley found her community on Tumblr, 
where her pictures, poems and stories won 
her 10,000 followers. She got into the famous 
Rhode Island School of Design but couldn’t 
afford the fees and ended up at a low‑status 
local college. Then she fell into a relationship 
with a heroin addict and dropped out of 
college. Her parents were furious. They told 
her she was no longer living with them.

Ashley moved to New York, where she 
sometimes lived with her boyfriend and 
sometimes stayed with friends or slept 
in squats. Like too many people who fall 
in love with drug abusers, she thought 
it was her job to “save” her boyfriend. 
“You’re carrying this guilt and this sense of 
responsibility. But life’s not an indie film. 

halsey seemed to come from 
nowhere in 2014, becoming 
a chart-topping star overnight 
with the viral success of her song 
“ghost”. so is she just another 
commercial pop star invented by 
a music company? 

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)
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You can’t save 
them. You can’t 
save anyone.”

She had no health 
insurance, no phone, no money. It was very 
unsafe. “I remember one time I had $9 in my 
bank account,” she told Rolling Stone, “and 
bought a four‑pack of Red Bull and used it 
to stay up because it was less dangerous to 
not sleep than it was to sleep somewhere 
random and get raped or kidnapped.” 

Viral Breakout
One weekend, she was invited to a party at 
a hotel. She went along because “a hotel 
means a bed, and I needed a bed”. She 
chatted to a guy there. He was in a band, 
and she showed him one of her videos. 
Then, two months later, he called her. 
Would she like to earn $500 making a song 
for a yoghurt ad? Of course she would!

She never got her $500. “We were 
supposed to be writing a song for some brand 
and just got distracted.” Instead, she made 
“Ghost”, and uploaded it to Soundcloud. Her 
Tumblr followers started sharing it, and by 
the next morning, Ashley had five different 
recording studios on the line. “From there 
on out it was like a tornado. Everything just 
started happening so fast.”

Gone Girl
Someone told her she needed a new name. 
She chose Halsey, which was both an 
anagram of Ashley and the name of a metro 
station she used every day. “I didn’t like being 
Ashley Frangipane,” she says. “It was a person 
I thought was weak and silly and sad.” 

Becoming Halsey was a rebirth. “It’s, like, 
19 years of my life feel like they don’t even 
matter. They could’ve just not happened. 
I was this f***ed‑up kid buying my clothes 
at T.J. Maxx [a discount store like Primark 
or Pepco], then woke up one day and was 
going to L.A. to film music videos. It’s a good 
thing I’m crazy, because I don’t think I’d be 
able to handle it if I wasn’t.” 

Halsey’s new album, Manic, is out on 
January 17th. she says it’s her most 
thoughtful and outward-looking work yet, 
and a move away from the personal: “when 
you’re 19 the only thing you care about is 
how the world turns around you. when 
you’re 25 the only thing you care about 
is how the world turns in general.” we’re 
looking forward to it, but until then, here 
are some of our favourite Halsey songs.

“Hopeless” is a great example of 
something Halsey does, very well – a fun, 
witty, danceable pop song with a dark 
heart. “You and all your friends all hate 
me,” she sings happily, “thinking that 
you’re better when i’m not around.” 

The aggressive, punky “Nightmare” 
is an angry response to women being 
made to feel bad about mistakes rather 
than proud of getting stronger by 
living through them: “i keep a record of 
the wreckage (= damage) in my life: i gotta 
recognize the weapon in my mind.” 

“i sold my soul to a three-piece (= a man 
in a business suit), and he told me i was 
holy. He’s got me down on both knees…” 
“Hold Me Down” is a warning against 
manipulation through bullying and lies.
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T he name Louisa May Alcott may 
not be as familiar to you as William 
Shakespeare or Ernest Hemingway, but 
her novel Little Women is an American 

classic and one of Hollywood’s favorite stories 
to tell on‑screen. The young adult story has 
been made into a TV miniseries twice and 
adapted into eight movies, the fi rst (a silent 
fi lm, now lost) in 1917 and the latest in late 
2019 (coming to the Czech Republic in early 
2020). What is it about this story that has kept 
it so relatable* across such a long time?

The Book
Alcott wrote Little Women in two parts 
in 1868 and 1869, but many of the issues 
easily apply to life today. It is a story of four 
sisters who live with their mother in a small 
town while their father is off  fi ghting in 
a war. The family is fairly poor, which leads 
them to spend a lot of time together fi nding 
creative ways to entertain themselves. 
Things get particularly interesting when 
a young man, Laurie, moves in next door. 

The book follows the lives of the family 
over many years. Without spoiling the plot, 
we can say that the sisters go to parties, 
argue with each other, fi ght over attention 
from guys, battle serious illness and 
struggle with the dilemma of whether to 
marry for love or money – all of which could 
be part of any young person’s life today.

In her own life, Alcott grew up with three 
sisters in the US state of Massachusetts, 
worked as a nurse during the American Civil 

War and later fought for women’s voting 
rights in the US.

 
The 2019 Film
Most recent fi lm versions of Little Women 
have been small projects that didn’t get 
much attention, but the 2019 update has 
some big names both behind and in front of 
the camera, and it’s already creating Oscar 
buzz*. The director is Greta Gerwig, who was 
nominated for the Best Director and Best 
Screenplay Oscars in 2018, for the fi lm Lady 
Bird. And the cast? Well, as you can see, it 
includes some of today’s hottest names. 
auburn Scallon (USA)

Glossary*
relatable – easy to understand because it is similar to 

your own experiences
Oscar buzz – rumors/gossip about probably winning 

an Oscar 

masculine – having chara cteristi cs that are 
traditi onally thought to be typical for men

superfi cial – not thinking about serious and important 
things

taSk
Based on their descriptions, which sister 
do you think said this famous quote?
“I’ll try and be what he loves to call me, 
‘a little woman,’ and not be rough and 
wild; but do my duty here instead of 
wanting to be somewhere else.”

Solution in the TF and next 
month on the Bridge websiteS

FOUR FAMOUS SISTERS OF 
AMERICAN LITERATURE

louisa may alcott’s Little Women

B1 liTerATure / FilM CD Track 15 tF activities

amy 
(Florence pugh) 
the youngest March sister
artistic and a little 
superficial*; obsessed 
with being beautiful

Laurie 
(Timothée Chalamet)
the neighbor
charming and intelligent; 
wealthier than the March 
sisters 

Jo 
(saoirse ronan) 
the second-oldest 
March sister
intelligent and stubborn; 
more masculine* than her 
sisters

Beth 
(eliza scanlen)
the second-youngest 
March sister
sweet, quiet, loves music; 
always taking care of 
others

Meg  
(emma watson)
the oldest March sister
traditional, responsible, 
pretty; worries about 
what others think
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B1 FOOd CD Track 16 tF activities

Montagu was an English aristocrat who loved 
to play cards. The popular story has it that 
on this particular evening he was doing quite 
well, but his empty stomach made it hard to 
concentrate on the game. What to do? He 
called for his servant to bring him two pieces 
of bread with a piece of meat in the middle. It 
would be perfect because he could eat with 
one hand and hold his cards with the other. 

When the other men at the table saw 
what Montagu was eating, they wanted 
one too. Since Montagu’s title was Earl of 

Sandwich, they said they wanted “the same 
as Sandwich”. Soon all of England was 
having what Sandwich had, and the shops 
selling this magnifi cent invention were 
called Sandwich shops. A legend was born. 

But sandwiches have come a long, long 
way since Montagu’s fl ash of genius. Here 
are some of the greatest of them all.

Patrick Phillips (USA)

on a late evening sometime in the mid-18th century, 
John montagu got hungry – and changed the world forever.

The Art of 
sandwiches

Glossary*
marinara sauce [ˌmærɪˈnɑːrə sɔːs] – a tomato 

sauce, usually with garlic, herbs and onions
corned beef [ˌkɔːnd ˈbiːf] – canned beef preserved 

in salty water
Thousand Island dressing – an American salad 

dressing containing mayonnaise, ketchup, 
vegetables and spices

rye [raɪ] – a type of grain (žito, žitný)

LANGUAGE POINT•
Jelly means jam in American English (that’s what 
you use for the PBJ sandwich). In Briti sh English, 
jelly is a sweet dessert made with gelati n (Jell-O or 
jello in the US).

How Instagrammable 
Is Your Sandwich?
Are you creative? do you love 
sandwiches? Create an amazing 
sandwich of your own, share the photo on 
instagram or Twitter with the hashtag 
#OMgBridgeCheckOutMysandwich and 
we will enter it in our sandwich contest. 
The sandwich should be creative 
but edible. And it must be your own 
original creation.

open-faced sandwiches
It’s not as creepy as it sounds. Open‑faced 
sandwiches are simply sandwiches with 
just one piece of bread. Before our friend 
Montagu came along, all sandwiches were 
open‑faced. The Czech version (chlebíček) 
is very popular at parties and other social 
events. But here’s where things get tricky: Is 
the open‑faced sandwich even a sandwich?

submarine
No, you don’t eat it underwater! It’s 
called a submarine because it looks like 
one. A “sub” (no one calls it a submarine 
anymore) uses a long baguette cut open 
and fi lled with whatever you want. It can be 
traditional ingredients like ham and cheese, 
or non‑traditional things like meatballs with 
marinara sauce* (my favorite). The name 
of the Subway chain is a pun based on this 
sandwich. reuben

The Reuben was invented in America in 
the early 20th century. It has corned beef*, 
Swiss cheese and sauerkraut with Thousand 
Island dressing* spread on rye* bread. 
The sandwich is grilled until it’s a golden 
brown tasty work of art. It’s amazing.

Bacon, lettuce and Tomato
Another sandwich so popular that it’s known 
by its initials is the BLT. It has bacon so it must 
be great, but there are also some healthy 
vegetables. A BLT uses toast with mayonnaise, 
then layers of bacon, lettuce and tomato. 

Peanut Butter and Jelly•
This is an American icon. Generations of 
children have grown up eating this wonderful 
sandwich for lunch. It is so famous it’s known 
simply as PB and J, or just PBJ. It’s a simple 
sandwich with just peanut butter on one piece 
of bread and your favorite jam on the other. 
The traditional drink with PBJ is milk. Yummy!



A comic by Pham Thi Thien Trang,  
a winner of last year’s student competition.


